
Here’s where the boys show off 
their stuff. Without further ado,
 I present the Kiwi Sex Machine.



This ferret has a strict diet to 
keep his body fat low and his 
muscle tone high. He’s rooted 
plenty of ferret ladies, picking 

them up in his car and finishing 
them there. His car goes really 
fast and he can too. Racing you 

on the motorway shows how 
much faster he’ll get pussy 

than you and his middle finger 
is indicating what he’ll do to it.

We kiwi men know certain truths about manliness. This is why we 
do things a certain way. In this book I propose we offer our wisdom 
to those unaccustomed to our nation’s program – the young, the 
foreign, the very naïve, and teach them all how to be a proper kiwi 
bloke. 

First of all, that beer ain’t gonna drink itself, so pour yourself a cold 
one, sit down, relax, and read on.

We all know that a man’s true power can only be measured from his 
body, his flesh and bone, the rippling piece of meat he 
physically manifests as. The noble machine he uses to conquer the 
vast plane of inhospitable landscape he dwells upon. The same 
incredible resilience shown by algae billions of years ago, 
clinging to inert rocky matter, adamant that its life must persist. Man 
is the product of this algae’s unflinching stubbornness. He is an 
advanced form of this creature, a body, naked and alone on a giant 
spherical rock in the void of space. His ability to stake it out day 
after day makes him a true miraculous, manly wonder.

If you didn’t know this, then listen up newbies, here are the trade 
secrets, the ancient wisdom forged between man and the land.



When the pioneers landed in Aotearoa they had only one reliable tool 
to tame its rugged frontier – their bodies. 
A select few exceptional specimens of men had what it took to
venture into dense wilderness that Mother Nature had owned for
millennia. They refined their flesh to breach her defenses. Their 
bodies became camouflaged, integrated with the terrain. Bone and 
muscle began to morph into the ruthlessly hard razor back ridges, 
swift coursing rivers, snow, ice, rain and rock that dared get in the 
way. These square jawed, lean, sinewy legends are who we all have 
to thank for the wonderful nation we have today.
 
A nation you softies now see as garden paths and niche coffee 
shops. Your very existence is testament to natures defeat at the 
leathery hands of these great men. Her retreat is total and you now 
inhabit the territory she has lost. You complete her 
humiliation whilst you complain about Monday mornings and block 
supermarket aisles pondering which ‘organic’ or ‘gluten free’ muesli 
to purchase. Occasional lashing southerly storms are all she can 
muster as stroppy, exasperated retorts.

With nature no longer fair game us kiwi men have to find alternative 
ways to continue the vital pastime of pioneering domination. 
In order to remain even slightly on par with our legendary forefathers 
we must turn to competition. No longer with the land itself, but with 
the next biggest thing: each other.

This stag has been 
bowling other stags 
over since kindergarten. 
Tears were shed but 
that’s just the nature 
of competition, deal 
with it. This now pres-
tigious All Black is so 
open to competition he 
poses for underwear 
ads, welcoming lesser 
stags to analyse his 
billboard sized bulge 
and measure up, only 
to inevitably resign in 
out-domed despair. He 
believes you take the 
world on head to head 
because this ‘brains 
beats brawn’ palaver is 
nonsense. You front a 
guy up and if he’s got 
any brains he’ll submit 
his sorry ass.



A deer, like a pioneer, relies on its body to traverse the wilds of 
natures backside that are New Zealand forests. Alone and regal, the 
stag uses weapons attached directly to its face to clear a path for his 
immense testicles. Antlers were gifted to deer so that they can sort 
the men from the boys with convenient ease. A proper stag will have 
mighty head protrusions backed up by supple chest muscles and 
steel buttocks. The longer he manages to outwit death the more of 
these protrusions grow. The difference between a 12-point stag and 
a 16-point stag is four years of princely, gene passing, battle winning 
masculinity. 

Strength, size and antlers decides who shall hear a little fawny 
chorus of “I love you daddy” in Spring and who will hear deafeningly 
sad silence between attempts to masturbate with a tree stump. 

Deer keep it simple and so do kiwi men. We can tell a stag from a 
buck by his hands, hardened by a real days work. He can carry 
anything without complaining. He can fix everything. All he needs 
is his body and tools attached to it like guns, knives, hammers, and 
drills. Some win rugby matches, some own baches, some can cook 
a steak on a Barbie,  some join the Army, some bring pig carcasses 
home to their wives and children, whilst others write art books 
(presumably sobbing the whole time). 

This young buck is just 
13 years old but even now 
he is acutely aware of the 
hyper competitive stags 
world he’ll soon be enter-
ing. Before his antlers come 
through and he can 
properly joust for 
dominance he lifts weights 
to tone what muscle he 
has so far. When the time 
comes he’ll have the edge 
on his peers. The reward 
being that he’ll be the first 
to unleash his explosive 
sexual prowess on any doe 
he pleases.



It takes wits to land an elegant 
vixen and this fox has them. He 
knows how to dance properly too, 
not just dry humping in imbecilic 
desperation. He always knows 
exactly what to say, keeping his 
prose smart and brief, allowing the 
foxy libido to tentatively build up in 
his muse without insinuating 
anything risqué. He’s a mysterious 
lover with a charismatic aura that 
lets ladies know how lucky they are 
to be in his company. He tiptoes 
along a 3 course, wine matched 
meal with her in subtle linguistic 
beauty, her wide eyes fluttering. 
Then he leads her to bed where he 
ravages her tenderly yet profusely.

But kiwi men know that crap only happens on TV – long words will 
make kiwi gals think you are homosexual. Real kiwi men must 
remember to say as little as possible with their mouths and every-
thing with their bodies. Why else is it so important to wear clothes 
that show off your man cleavage? A deep crevasse between 
pectorals is far more effective at communicating the mettle of a man 
than Fox Bond’s cheesy, rehearsed one-liners. A kiwi gal is a simple 
creature that understands simple language. They will wonder why 
the hell you are trying to talk to them at all. They’ll be thinking…

“What are these words you’re trying to orate over that heavy bass? 
Are you some gay poet or something? Hell that guy looks sexy in 
that v-neck. Biceps are something that I understand.”



Now the lads are going to give you a pep talk on etiquette 
regarding the abyss of all manhood – homosexuality. It’s important to 
notify you that it’s OK to discuss the subject, so don’t panic! 
Constant teasing about what’s gay and what’s not provides young 
kiwi men with a perfect almanac to reference. This mental database 
helps them to avoid that rather more frilly side of the fence. Because 
we love ya (in a bro way, not in, ahem, that way), here are all those 
years of accumulated wisdom transcribed to word. So the next time 
you ponder turning up to the Sevens in a tutu, no one will even dare 
doubt your rocketing heterosexuality.



Those who have time to hit the gym, flex, club and party have 
obviously not worked a proper day in their lives. These cocky young 
kiwi boys are yet to learn that the real weathered pioneering spine 
of our nation still lives on through the hearts of a select few quality 
blokes. Like gold in the ranges they hide modestly and quietly drive 
our economy forward without a single thanks. They’re far too busy to 
listen to you lot thanking them. Even if you bloody well bothered to, 
they wouldn’t need it. 

They make a living off the windswept rock we are all marooned upon. 
They never complain, never whine, hell, they never say anything 
unless it absolutely must be said. Whilst a pretty protein packing 
poser fusses over how much hair gel to apply these real men have 
been up since sunrise, doggedly providing the milk this loser drank 
with his cereal and the woollen hoodie he wore to the gym because it 
was a little chilly at 8:30 in the morning.

Their work is their gym. They’ve been married to that dream girl for 
20 years. Their children could drive manual before you could ride a 
bicycle with training wheels.

This possum has lived an entire life 
harder than 50 simultaneous gym 
memberships and hasn’t stopped 
for a break yet. He even finds time 
in his sunrise to sunset timetable 
to compete in the ASB Field Days 
wood-chopping competition where 
he’ll axe his way through a logging 
truck in 30 seconds. But if you’re a 
lucky possum lady he’ll take a lot 
longer than that to deal with you. 
With his reliable, high horsepower 
diesel engine he’ll take you for a 
ride over his land in exactly the 
same fashion as the Trans Alpine 
Express rumbling through the Otira 
tunnel on its way to Greymouth.



To aid you in this billion year old quest, here are some golden rules kiwi men have perfected 
in order to continue their flawless victories.

1.) Lower your standards – beer vision helps. Any heterosexual intercourse confirms 
manly status. Intercourse MUST happen, so there’s no such thing as desperation. Standards 
just lower your chances.
2.) Practice makes perfect – so what if you’re banging anything that crawls onto a night-
club floor. Use each sweaty encounter to improve your form. When that dream girl comes 
along you’ll have the skills to dazzle her enough so she begs not to leave your muscular side.
3.) Get buff – pretty simple.
4.) Girls are as desperate and unsophisticated as your nose steaming intoxicated libido. 
Just whip it out and ask questions later.
5.) Use any advantage you have. Pecs? Show ‘em with a deep v-neck. Abs? Use your shirt 
to wipe your brow all the time. Big cock? See number 4.
6.) It’s a game of experience. The longer your CV, the sexier you are.

Before we wrap up we’ll have to get down and dirty. Yes indeed, what 
kiwi blokes, the nations leading suppliers of Y chromosome, do be-
hind closed doors is soon to be no longer a secret. So down a jug or 
two – you’ll need all the booze you can fit in to stomach this...

We’ve already covered off that long words only work for Fox Bond 
and make the average kiwi lad look like a poof. That’s why we use 
simple ones, preferably slurred. That’s correct, no right-minded bloke 
should dare attempt to land a sweet kiwi bird without first becom-
ing severely pissed. She doesn’t care for your intellect or manners. 
She’s attracted to the subtlety of testosterone fuelled thrusting dance 
moves and the equally impressive ability to come off sexy despite be-
ing as drunk as Russian hobos. She knows a man who can fight off 
19 standards will surely be able to protect her young in a punching 
match with any Yeti that may be lurking in the scary native bush.

Like native bush, the club scene is a similarly dark, dangerous place 
where young men bravely venture into and few return alive and 
victorious. Life exists for one reason and one reason alone – 
to reproduce. To pass on billions of years of refined biological 
messages your ancestors culminated in the form of you. It would be 
a disaster to break that chain of successive victories. A complete, 
inherent, eternal humiliation you could never forgive yourself for 
whilst alone in your dying years. To venture into dank nightclub bush 
and return alive – adequately performing life’s primary function – is 
crucial for any kiwi boy to do before he can even contemplate calling 
himself a man.



Last but not least, a kiwi man must remember this mantra, “It’s all good 
bro.”
Because it is all good.

We don’t need to get into arguments or complain or improve or fret or get 
anxious. Just have a cold beer, relax, soak up the last of the afternoon 
sun, the sea is calm, the jandals are comfy, Pohutukawas are in bright red 
blossom, and it’s all good bro. 

Don’t worry because the All Blacks won, light rootsy reggae is playing at 
the Coastline Café, the wind has died down, and it’s all good bro.
Most kiwi men aren’t really aggressive or anti-gay. They are rational and 
complex and cool with chatting to the girls on only a few beers. This is 
just some Art student with angst issues talking, so give him a cold Tui and 
he’ll come round. Who can’t appreciate the beauty of Milford Sound or the 
freshness a long tramp blows through your lungs? This guy is all good 
at heart, everyone is. He just needs a relaxing day to collect his thoughts, 
join the barbecue and get groovy. Soon he’ll have to agree that it is, in fact, 
all good bro.

This Tui grabs the rellies around for a good summer barbie. Cold 
beer and smooth Fat Freddy’s Drop tunes mix with cicadas and 
the smiles on the kids’ faces. He just sits back in his shorts and 
jandals, letting the sea breeze caress his feathers. 

It’s all good bro.

This book was written as a sarcastic guide to being a man in NZ. It was 
drawn from a combination of real life experiences - playing amateur sport, 
being in bars, walking down the footpath - and Television. Any resemblance 
to any persons is unintentional, although highly likely and hilarious. So 
calmly put the book down and reassure yourself that the tattoos on your legs 
were not to prove anything. All good bro? All good. Sweet as. Over and out.


